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Orders can be placed online via thegreyearl.com/wholesale

Use password GREY4134196 to access the exclusive trade section.

For full terms & conditions, skip to the back of this catalogue.

ENVELOPE

100% recycled paper,

various colours

INTERIOR

Blank inside

MADE
IN THE
UK

SPECIFICATIONS

FORMAT

A6 (105mm x 148mm)

PAPER STOCK

324gsm Eggshell Ultrawhite

fsc certified

GREETING CARDS

PRINTING

Full colour digital

PACKAGING

Packaging free (naked) or

biodegradeable cello

Hello there,

I am The Grey Earl (also known as Jon), full time illustrator and tea drinker, making work
somewhere in the hills or rural Scotland (how mysterious!)
I appointed myself an Earl way back in 2010 and have been making cards, books and gifts
ever since.

ETHOS
At Grey Earl HQ, we work with suppliers who share our values, with all of our cards printed
right here in the UK. We use FSC certified paper stock, sourced from responsibly managed
forests (the power used to make them generated by wind farms no less!)

We use recycled papers too and ship all of our cards plastic free or with biodegradable
cello sleeves. We are always making work with our customers and the planet in mind.

If you have any questions about my work, please do get in touch, I’d love to hear from you,

jon@thegreyearl.com

‘With a distinct sense of humour and illustrative style
that appeals to both children and adults alike’
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DELETED SCENES is the card collection

designed especially for lovers of the movies.

Iconic scenes in film from the 70s, 80s and 90s

have been given The Grey Earl treatment

and injected with a little bit of humour.

The Deleted Scenes collection has proved

extremely popular both online and in stores

and the designs keep coming with new cards

and gifts on the way!
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Space Cadets is designed especially for children,

featuring specific age numbers for easy picking!

The bold colours and range of interplanetary adventures,

make these cards the perfect accompaniment to your

birthday/gift section, with a young audience in mind.
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Stars are Braw is a collection of cards and gifts that celebrate a rather famous

Science Fiction franchise, featuring force ghosts, pointy eared aliens and hunks

of junk.

These cards were designed in Scotland and use the national dialect along with

popular phrases from the films.

English translated versions are now available for the most popular designs

making them suitable for shops both across the UK and in galaxies far, far away.
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bat19

My first ever collection of cards, Batboy is now in it’s 10th year and still going strong.

Designs now feature on cards, prints, mugs, coasters and tote bags.

Something for the superhero fan in your life.
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batprint04

OTHER BATBOY PRODUCTS

- Prints

- Coasters

- Tote Bags
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Party Animals is designed especially for children, featuring specific age numbers for easy picking!

The bold colours and wide range of characters make these designs the perfect accompaniment

to your birthday/gift section, with a young audience in mind.

The cards are printed in the UK on 100% recycled paper, good for animals and good for the planet!
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El Macho, officially, the most macho cards in existence.

Get your lycra on and get ready for the cards that are delivering power slams
and shock waves across the greeting card sector worldwide….

…including a selection of highly ethical, anti capitalist Christmas cards!
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He may be out of the White House, but like a bad smell, this Trump just won’t go away!

Ask Donald, features a bucking-bronco riding, fake news spouting, giant cake building
and rather flatulent, Donald J Trump, at his most obnoxious!

BEST
SELLER
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BEST
SELLER Whether you’re a fan of BOJO or not, these designs offer a

much needed bit of laughter for a politically fatigued nation.

The cards are also popular with Scotland’s First Minister, Nicola
Sturgeon, who received one for her birthday, which led to much
coverage in the press!
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With my new Weirdo Beardo card range you have the power to express yourself through the
power of facial hair. No matter the gender or how you identify, these beards are for everyone.
Simply pick your favourite card and hold it to your face to experience instant BEARD POWER!

Here to shake up the greeting card industry, these are cards to wear, for those who dare!

Perfect for the instagram

generation, these cards are

instantly shareable and have been

seen cropping up on all the

popular channels, with their very

own hashtag #weirdobeardo

…Keep it weird

and join the party!
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tea01 tea02 tea03
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PRICE

Wholesale £2.00

RRP £5.00 tea15

MADE
IN THE
UK

PRICE

Wholesale £2.00

RRP £5.00

MADE
IN THE
UK

SPECIFICATIONS

SIZE

100 mm x 100 mm

MATERIALS

Cork backed coaster

COASTERS

PRINTING

Full colour digitally printed

FINISH

Matt laminate
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CHRISTMAS
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COASTERS
NEW coasters for 2023
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ENAMEL PINS
EMBROIDERED PATCHES

patch01 patch02

pin01 pin02

Enamel Pins & Embroidered Iron-On Badges

Wholesale £3.50 / RRP £7.50
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MADE
IN THE
UK

SPECIFICATIONS

FORMAT

Square - 297mm x 297mm

PAPER STOCK

250gsm Tintoretto Gesso

Fine Art Paper

PRINTS

PRINTING

Full colour digital - Indigo Print

PACKAGING

Cardboard backing with

biodegradeable cello bag

starsprint01starsprint16 starsprint02

starsprint18starsprint32 starsprint22

Prints - Wholesale £8.00 / RRP £20.00
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MADE
IN THE
UK

SPECIFICATIONS

FORMAT

215mm x 280mm

PAGES
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PICTURE BOOKS

PRINTING

Full colour digital

PUBLISHER

Whitefox

Picture Books
Wholesale £6.00 / RRP £9.99

Pbook01
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Terms & Conditions
Shipping Costs

UK
Our minimum order value is £75. For wholesale orders above £75 but under £150,
delivery is charged at £7 per order. Orders above £150 will qualify for free shipping.

Ireland
Our minimum order value is £100. For wholesale orders above £100 but under £150, delivery is
charged at
£10 per order. Orders above £150 will qualify for free shipping.

EU
Our minimum order value is £100. For wholesale orders above £100 but under £200, delivery is
charged at £15 per order. Orders above £200 will qualify for free shipping.

*ADDITIONAL VAT CHARGES FOR EU CUSTOMERS*
The European Union introduced new VAT rules on 1st July, 2021. These new rules require customers
purchasing goods from EU countries to pay VAT upon receipt of the goods. Charges are based on
your country's VAT rate. These charges are in addition to any payments made directly to The Grey
Earl Ltd. You will be asked to confirm your acceptance of these charges at checkout.

ROW
Our minimum order value is £100. For wholesale orders above £100 but under £200, delivery is
charged at £20 per order. Orders above £200 will qualify for free shipping.

Goods remain the property of The Grey Earl Ltd, until payment is received in full.

Shipping and Dispatch

For greeting card-only orders:
Dispatch will be approximately 6-8 working days from order placement. Orders to UK-mainland
addresses will be sent tracked via overnight courier.

For orders containing cards with special finishes (e.g. foil) or other paper-based stationery and
giftware products (e.g. coasters, prints):
Dispatch will be approximately 8-10 working days. Orders to UK-mainland addresses will be sent
tracked via overnight courier.

If you order contains multiple product types, you may receive your order in separate shipments.

For all wholesale orders, tracking details can be provided upon request.

Please note: All shipping and dispatch times listed are approximate and may be subject to change.

Please note that during busy periods, order processing and shipping times may be longer than usual.
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Terms & Conditions
Terms and Conditions of Sale

Once an order has been processed, the buyer will not be able to cancel the order for any reason.
If an order fails to arrive, arrives faulty or damaged, or if part of the order is missing, it is the buyer’s
Responsibility to notify The Grey Earl Ltd. Contact can be made by phone on +44 (0) 7973850321 or
by email jon@thegreyearl.com
Returns will only be accepted it a product arrives damaged or faulty.

WE WILL NOT ACCEPT RETURNS FROM OR PROCESS REFUNDS FOR EU CUSTOMERS WHO
WANT TO RETURN AN ORDER DUE TO ANY ADDITIONAL EU VAT CHARGES.

All product images shown are meant as a guide only. Due to the nature of photography and monitor
display settings, colours on actual products may vary from any representative imagery. A product will
not be considered faulty if there is a colour variation between the actual product received and
images seen online.

Wholesale prices

die cut cards - £1.40

prints - £8.00

greetings cards - £1.20

tote bags - £6.25

badges - £3.50

coasters -

books -

£2.00

£6.00

Free delivery in the UK,
for all orders made over £150

To order, please visit:

https://www.thegreyearl.com/wholesale

password: GREY4134196

or fill in the order form PDF and email to jon@thegreyearl.com
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GET IN TOUCH

Jon Bishop

jon@thegreyearl.com

www.thegreyearl.com

ORDER ONLINE

Password

GREY4134196


